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Eleri Fowler’s Words of Love to Color: Sweet Thoughts to Live and Color By will enchant you with
its intricate patterns and favorite romantic quotes, all ready to be brought to colorful life! This 96-
page, 10-inch-by-10-inch coloring book is printed on heavy paper stock and offers hours of
relaxing, stress-reducing pleasure.Color all that your heart desires! Eleri Fowler’s beautiful,
captivating designs are made complete with loving quotations to color in this exquisite coloring
book. Intricate heart patterns, sweet lovebirds, and gorgeous flowers and designs are waiting to
be brought to life through your artistry. With pages and pages of pen-and-ink drawings inspired
by love, there are hours of coloring book creativity in store!Words of Love to Color’s large, 10x10
interior has 96 black-and-white pages printed on heavy paper stock, good for colored pencils
and most markers. A perfect gift for loved ones, this sturdy and brilliantly illustrated coloring book
will delight adult coloring book fans as well as children.The tens of thousands of fans of Eleri
Fowler's Joyous Blooms to Color have embraced it with such words as "beautiful," "a keepsake,"
"a delightful escape from reality," and much more. Words of Love to Color is sure to earn the
same sort of praise.Plus don’t miss Eleri Fowler’s other gorgeous coloring books for all ages,
including Bold Springtime to Color and My Mother, My Heart.

From School Library JournalGr 3-6–Sidman continues her explorations of natural history in this
set of poems about nocturnal life in the forest. As in her other collections, each selection is set in
an expansive spread that includes a factual discussion of the featured subject. The illustrations
are bold, richly detailed linoleum prints colored in gouache. The 12 poems are led by a scene
setting “Welcome to the Night” and go on to feature 9 different creatures and some mushrooms
with a concluding lament by the moon as night fades into morning. Sidman adroitly applies
varied poetic forms and rhyme schemes. The title's dark emperor, the great horned owl, lends its
shape to the one concrete poem, and the closing lament is in the medieval style known as an ubi
sunt. The poetry is reflective and at times philosophical. “Build a frame/and stick to it,/I always
say./Life's a circle….Eat your triumphs,/eat your mistakes:/that way your belly/will always be
full…,” advises the night spider. Other poems are playful and some just a bit confusing. The
porcupine poem explains that the infant of this species is known as a porcupette; the repeated
use of “baby porcupette” seems oddly redundant. The bookmaking is beautiful with the concept
of night lending itself generously to poetry. It invites lingering enjoyment for nature and poetry
fans, and, as with Sidman's earlier collections, it might be used with varied curriculums.Margaret
Bush, Simmons College, Boston© Copyright 2010. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.Review"Allen's detailed yet moody
prints encapsulate the mysteries and magic of the midnight hours. In Sidman's delicious poems,
darkness is the norm, and there's nothing to fear but the rising sun."—Publishers Weekly,



starred review"This is a fine collection for classroom use at any time, but it'll bring extra impact to
those who can find a way to share it at dusk with the lights dimmed, watching through the
windows as the nocturnal ballet begins outside."—The Bulletin, starred review"This picture book
combines lyrical poetry and compelling art with science concepts."—Booklist, starred
review"The dark lines of Allen's skillful lino cut prints make the perfect accompaniment to a book
of night poems, with their subtle colors allowing the reader to seek out the creatures slowly, just
as one's eye becomes accustomed to finding things in the dark."—The Horn Book, starred
review"The bookmaking is beautiful with the concept of night lending itself generously to poetry.
"—School Library Journal—From the Author"I used to be just the teensiest bit afraid of the dark.
I loved the concept of the nighttime, its mystery and dark beauty, but the reality was a different
story. For us humans--diurnal, sight-oriented creatures that we are--the darkness is alien and
forbidding, especially in the woods (which already have dark, mythic undertones). But there are
all sorts of creatures that prefer the dark, that thrive in the dark. Why? And how? This book is my
exploration of those questions. And you know what? Now that I know so much about these
fascinating night creatures, I'm not as afraid of the dark anymore!"About the AuthorJoyce
Sidman, author of many other award-winning books, lives in Minnesota. joycesidman.com Read
more
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Knoxgirl, “Great images for coloring. I like a coloring book that has clear lines, with spaces that
are not too tiny, but lots of detail and interest. This artist does just that with her beautiful images.
They are lovely scenes with room for lots of color if you like. One of my favorite authors for
coloring books.The paper is not as thick as some. When I used marker to color, there was some
bleed-through on the back of the page and there are images on front and back. I prefer colored
pencils, but if you like using markers, this might not be the best choice.”

Cassie M., “Awesome. Get this!!. Amazing book. Artist is phenomenal. Paper is high quality. Only
with that pages were single sided and perforated, but oh well. Definetly with it. Don't settle for
mediocre when you can get quality.”

Chersen, “Some of the best books ever made. Some of the best books ever made. One draw
back......while the paper is thick, they are printed on both sides so you have to chose which
pictures you are willing to sacrifice. I hate that. Makes me want to buy 2 of all of them so I can
have ALL the pictures. So frustrating. That is the ONLY reason I gave it only 4. Some of the
best artwork, fun, whimsical, just plain enjoyable.  Everyone should own all of these books.”

Bob Bracco, “Great Pastime. I love to do Adult Coloring. It is a great stress reliever especially
during social distancing.Wonderful Book...very artisticThe order and delivery was perfect”

Jessica R., “Lovely Coloring Book. Such a beautiful coloring book by Eleri Fowler. The only
complaint I have with it is that the pages are a little thin for my liking but it won't detour me from
coloring in it. Just beautiful! I have her other book, Joyous Blooms to Color, and this one is just
as beautiful. I recommend it, definitely!”

Phoenix teacher, “Pretty pictures, Poor paper quality. The pictures are lovely in this book, just as
I would expect from Eleri fowler. But the paper quality in this book is considerably thinner than
that in the joyous blooms book. That is why I docked one star, and gave this book 4 stars
instead of five stars.”

Linda Murphy, “Makes dementia patients happy and holds their attention like nothing else!. I sit
with a dementia patient and this book always holds her attention and we color in it, too! She is
so happy to read it or have it read to her.  It never gets old!”

muff, “I love this author. I love this author, BUT this book does not offer a whole lot of anything
different to color. About the same as rest of her books.”

Love coloring, “Hier dreht sich alles um die Liebe. Ich habe das Buch auf Verdacht gekauft, ohne



vorher hinein blicken zu können. Ich mochte aber das Joyous Blooms to Color Buch von Eleri
Fowler schon so gern, da dachte ich , ich mache nicht viel falsch. Die Zeichnungen sind
wunderschön in diesem Buch, ich bin ganz begeistert. Ich mag diesen zarten Stil der Ilustratorin
sehr sehr gern.Wie der Titel schon sagt, handeln die Bilder und Texte von der Liebe. Es sind
sehr viele Herzen im Buch gezeichnet. Tiere als Paare aber ganz Stilgetreu von Eleri Fowler,
wieder viele Blumenmotive. Das Papier ist rein weiß und hat eine mittlere Stärke würde ich
sagen. Mir reicht das, weil ich mit Buntstiften in den Büchern male.Alles im allen ein ganz
zauberhaftes Buch. Ich gebe allerdings einen Stern Abzug weil mir die Texte im Buch doch zu
viel sind. Da wünsche ich mir zukünftig ein paar wenigere von Eleri Fowler. Bin sehr auf das
neue bald rauskommende Buch von ihr gespannt, welches ich auch wieder kaufen werde, weil
ich die Zeichnungen so schön finde.Nachtrag : Das Papier ist leider doch recht dünn, wie ich
beim malen festgestellt habe. Ich verstehe nicht warum es nicht das gleiche Papier hat wie
Joyous Blooms to color. Schade, wo doch die Bilder wirklich schön sind.”

Julianne, “Livro lindo e delicado. Recebi o meu hoje,chegou bem rapidinho e com um preço
ótimo! Parabéns mais uma vez ao pessoal da Amazon! A gramatura das páginas talvez não
seja boa para aquarelar e canetas pois possui desenho dos dois lados, mas como vou usar só
lápis de cor e blender não vejo problemas. Lindos desenhos ...,diferentes e delicados pra quem
anda enjoado dos mesmos temas! Recomendo”

Cliente Ebook Library, “Excelente. Livro maravilhoso, com ilustrações fáceis de colorir.O livro
tem excelentes qualidade de capa, folha, impressão.E o preço dele é excelente entre 60 a
80.Vale a pena comprar a coleção toda de 4 livros.”

Natalia Costa, “Lindo!. Lindo, com folha de boa gramatura e bem lisinha.Tem várias frases
lindas, escritas em forma de lettering, entremeadas com ilustrações super fofas.”

The book by Joyce Sidman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 80 people have provided feedback.
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Hardcover: 32 pages
Reading age: 4 - 9 years
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Paperback: 96 pages
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